Correction of XRII geometric distortion using a liquid-filled grid and image subtraction.
X-ray image intensifier (XRII) geometric distortion reduces the accuracy of image-guided procedures and quantitative image reconstructions. Due to the dependence of this error on the earth's magnetic field, the required correction is angle dependent, and calibration data should ideally be acquired simultaneously with clinical image data, at a specific orientation. We describe a technique to correct XRII geometric image distortion at any angular position during a stereotactic procedure. This approach uses a machined plastic grid, which contains channels that can be filled with iodinated contrast agent and subsequently flushed with water, providing contrast and mask images, respectively, of a geometric calibration grid. The standard image subtraction capabilities of conventional digital subtraction angiography devices can then be used to create a subtraction image of the iodine-filled channels, without any confounding anatomical structure. Grid-line intersection points are used to determine the control points that are required for a global polynomial correction algorithm, creating a correction map that is specific to the current angular position and XRII field of view (FOV). Tests with a clinical C-arm based XRII show that control points can be obtained with a precision of +/-0.053 mm, resulting in geometric correction accuracy of +/-0.152 mm, at a nominal FOV of 40 cm. While the precision and accuracy are both poorer than that achieved with a high-contrast steel-bead grid, the fact that the liquid grid can remain rigidly attached to the XRII during an entire procedure results in the establishment of an absolute detector coordinate system (referenced to the liquid-filled correction grid). The design of the liquid-filled channels allows the required control points to be introduced into the image or removed in about 30 s, avoiding the appearance of obscuring or confounding markers during clinical image acquisition, with a concurrent increase in patient dose of about 8% in the current design. Applications for this technique include stereotactic surgery, radiosurgery, x-ray stereogrammetry, and other image-guided procedures.